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A GENERAL THEORY OF ¿-PLACE STROKE
FUNCTIONS IN 2-VALUED LOGIC
ATWELL R. TURQUETTE

Let O be a 2-valued operator which may be applied to k (¿èl)
statements Pi, • • • , P* to generate a new statement 0(Pi, • • • , Pk).
Let o(pi, ■ ■ ■ , pk) denote the truth-value
function associated with
0(Pi, • ■ • , PK). We will assume that o(pi, ■ ■ • , pk) is defined by the
standard
truth
table which is associated
with the statement
0(Pi, ■ • • , Pk) when 1 denotes "true" and 2 denotes "false." A set
of operators {Oi, ■ ■ • , Ot} will be called functionally complete il a
statement calculus based on ft, • • • , Ot is functionally complete. If
the set {O} is functionally complete, then O will be called a k-place
stroke and 0(Pi, ■ • • , Pk) will be called a k-place stroke function. If
k = 2, there are exactly two ¿-place stroke functions; namely, the

well-known | (Pi, P2) and J, (Pi, P2) which are such that f (pi, p2)
= 3 —max(pi, pi) and J, (pi, p2) = 3 —min(pi, p2). The purpose of this
paper is to give a general method for constructing and calculating the
number of ¿-place stroke functions for any given k (1, 2, • • • , N).
If k = l, then the set of ¿-place stroke functions is null. Hence, the
present problem of generating ¿-place stroke functions becomes inter-

esting only when k = 3.
If a standard truth table is constructed for 0(Pi, • • ■ , Pk), it will
contain 2* rows, and the t'th row will correspond to the ith term in the
lexicographical ordering of the sets of truth values [vi, ■ ■ ■ , vk]

which are assigned to the arguments Pi, ■ • • , Pk. Let Xi denote the
truth value of 0(Pi, ■ ■ • , Pk) in the ith row of a standard truth table
for 0(Pi, • ■ ■,P*). The truth values of 0(Pi, • • • , P*) which appear
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table are then Xx, X2, ■ ■ • , Xtf in order. We will call

[Xi, X2, • ■ • , X&] the value column of 0(Pi, • • • , Pk).
By a result of Post

[l], 0 is a ¿-place stroke only if the value

column of 0(Pi, • • • , Pk) is such that X\ = 2 and X&=1, where 1
denotes "true" and 2 denotes

"false." We thus restrict attention to
value columns of the form [2, X2, X3, • • • , Xf-i, l]. If in such a

column X2 = A>_i, then 0 is a ¿-place stroke, since f ipi, pi) can be

defined when A2=l

and J, ipi, pi) can be defined when A2=2. To

this end, use can be made of the definition schema OiPv\,Pv02, ■ ■ • ,Pv\)
where
oiv\,
v\, ■ ■ ■ , v°t) = X2. For
example,
Î (Pi,
P2)
= DF0(Pi,P1, • • • ,P2)ifX2=l,and
| (Pi,P2) = dfO(Pi,P1,
■ • • ,P2)
if A2 = 2. But this means that 22 ~3 ¿-place strokes exist with value

columns of the form [2, X2, X3, ■ • • , Aü*_2,A2, l]. If A2^A2*_i,
then A2*_i= 3—X2 and we write X&-i = ~X2 or .Xs= ~AV-i since

Ay 0'=1. ■■• , 2*)= {I Assume X2j±X*_i. If X3= AV_2,the value
column of 0 is of the form [2, X2, X3, X*, ■ ■ • , Aü*_3,X3, ~X2, l],
and j ipi, pi) can be defined if X3= 1 and J, (pi, />2)can be defined
if Xz = 2. As indicated
above,
if X% = 1,
| (Pi, P2)
= dfOÍPx,

• ■ ■ , Pi, P2, Pi) and the same schema

can be used to

define [ (Pi, P2) when A3 = 2. Thus, 22^-4 ¿-place strokes exist with
value columns of the form [2, X2, X3, X4, • • ■ , X&-%, X3, ~X2, l}.
This means that we now have 22-3 + 22-4 distinct ¿-place stroke
functions. If X^X^^,
then first consider the case where Ar4= Ar2*_3.
This gives rise to value columns of the form

[2, A2, A3, A4, Xi, ■ ■ ■, Xj'-i, A4, ~X3, ~X2, 1J
ft

k

from which 22 ~8 new ¿-place strokes can be defined to give 22-3
+22_4+2^_6
distinct ¿-place stoke functions. Then consider the
case where

X^X?^

and

continue

process, a point will be reached
0(Pi, ■■■ ,Pk) is of the form
[2, A2, • • • , A2^_i,

and gives rise to
+ 22t-4 + 22*-6+ • •
The case analysis
and consider value

as before.

By repeating

where

value

X2*->, X2*-\ ~X+-i-x,

the

column

■ ■ ■ , ~X2,

this

of

1],

2"^~ new ¿-place strokes for a total of 22 _3
• +22*"1-1 ¿-place stroke functions.
will be exhaustive if we now take A^-i^A^-i+x

columns of the form

[2, X2, • • • , X^,

~X2*-i, • • • , ~X2, 1].

If 0(Pi, • • • , Pk) has such a value column, then it is self-dual in
Post's sense [2], and from one of his major results [3], it follows that
the set {0} is incomplete and 0 is not a ¿-place stroke. Hence, no
new stroke functions are added by this case.
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In summary, we have the following Theorem:
The number of distinct 2-valued k-place (k = 2) stroke functions is
given by the finite sum 22*-3+22*-4+22'-6+
• • • +22^1-1, and these
k-place stroke functions can be constructed in order by first filling in the
value column [2, X2, X3, • ■ ■ , X&-2, X2, l] in all possible ways, then

filling in the value column [2, X2, Xz, Xit • • • , X&-z, Xz, ~X2, l]
in all possible ways, then

• • • , then filling

in the value column

[2, X2, Xz, ■ ■ ■ , Xik-i_h X-^-y, Xfr-i, ~.X>-i_i, • • • , ~X2, l] in all
possible ways.
If use is made of Post's result already referred to in [3], then our
theorem immediately gives rise to the following Corollary:
The number of k-place (k = 2) self-dual Post 8-functions which can be
formed from the set {O} is 2*~2 —(the number of k-place stroke func-

tions).
Our theorem and corollary give an easy method for calculating
both the number of ¿-place stroke functions and the number of Post
5-functions for a given k. For example, the reader may check that for
¿ = 2, there are two stroke and two S functions. For ¿ = 3, there are
56 stroke and 8 S functions. For ¿ = 4, there are 16,256 stroke and 128
8 functions. As k increases, the number of stroke functions becomes
very large, but the method of calculation remains simple.
It seems likely that an analogous method might be devised to
calculate the number of ¿-place stroke functions in ilf-valued logic
for M>2. However, it seems unlikely that the finite sum produced
will generate the kind of power series which will make possible an
easy method of calculation like the one produced by the present
theory for the 2-valued case. In particular, there remains the problem
of calculating the number of 2-place stroke functions for Jlf>2. As
has been suggested recently [4], this problem is probably "closely
linked with the unsolved problem of determining
the number of all
bases of the symmetric group Sn."
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